September 9, 1997
JEY is here. JEY does come now to be with those of you who are here. It is indeed important that JEY have
this time with you as you have been in a time of discussing much that does relate to Spirit. JEY does have the
opportunity now to come and communicate with you in that regard. Know that as you are open to Truth and
Knowledge, it can indeed be given to you; and so JEY comes, thankful that you have this opportunity now to
receive that which will help you to internalize the impact that many of the things you have been discussing has on
the Spirit Within you. And so JEY would simply ask you to be at Peace and continue to remain in a time of
meditation in order that JEY may be able to fully interact with your Spirit as well as your mental self.
JEY would ask you now to receive this. You have been in a time of open discussion about your own thoughts
with regard to that which has been the outpouring of grief upon the Earth during the time of passing of one Spirit to
the Spirit Realm. You have seen with your own eyes those who have shown a spark of their Spiritual Awareness
within as they gathered to pay respects to one who had indeed sought to serve mankind upon the Earth. And so It is
as you speak of the one known to you as Diana, you are speaking of one who has served a purpose upon the Earth.
And JEY would wish to address that at this time.
Even as that one did in your Earth time live that which is a ‘short life’, know that within that lifetime there has
been crowded many experiences that many upon the Earth cannot experience during a ‘long’ life upon the Earth.
That one was able to reach many lives, was able to proceed with her own will upon the Earth in many cases. And so
as that one then had the opportunity to know life, to know Love and to produce that which is additional mankind
upon the Earth, you must know that one had indeed fulfilled a purpose.. .for as that one was able then to know both
joy and sorrow upon the Earth, so are others upon the Earth able to know both joy and sorrow. And that one was no
different from many who live upon the Earth, except that she did indeed have a life of privilege that provided for her
the opportunity to work for others and with others who needed her love, her care, and concern upon the Earth. She
was afforded this opportunity in order to be able to fulfill her purpose upon the Earth.
Her mode of passing to Spirit was indeed one that many would not elect; however, one would have to look at
it in this way. She did indeed complete her journey upon the Earth in a time of being very happy, of being joyous
with the opportunity she had just had. And she was again receiving that which would be complete acceptance by
another upon the Earth...one who knew of her Love and her shortcomings as well. And so as she and the other in
her life at that moment could indeed pass to Spirit at the same time has a deep meaning as well, for indeed she had
found Love again and she was able then to follow through to a Spirit aspect, knowing that Love at that time.
JEY would at this time ask you to accept that what her Life wrought upon the Earth was complete
understanding of a selfless concern with regard to those who needed her Love and her help upon the Earth. As you
speak of those who are unloved, know that she afforded the opportunity for many who she met to know that there is
a Love for them, there is a Concern for them upon the Earth. And it is the will of the Creator that there will be
others now who will take up this mantle of opportunity to allow others who are in great need of Love and Concern
to follow through with what she began upon the Earth.
Indeed as you have spoken of the change of heart of mankind, you will see that this will bear fruit upon the
Earth as well. Many now are aware of the Spiritual impact brought about by her life upon the Earth. Be not
concerned about what will occur to those who were her sons upon the Earth, for indeed they have been well
impacted by her life as well, and they will in turn follow through with her urgings that they become involved, even
as she was involved, in serving mankind. Keep them in your prayers, for it is through prayers for them that they
will be strengthened.
JEY would suggest this to you. As you have seen through that media which you call television.. .and which
has afforded a world wide picture of all the proceedings in her passing to Spirit and the final arrangements upon the
Earth, know that you have been privy to that which has been a world wide phenomena in this lifetime upon the
Earth. Had you lived during the early lives of your parents, this would not have been possible for you. And so you
have indeed been given a privilege of seeing an outpouring of Love from a sea of humanity that did indeed respond
to the life of one who was Diana as well as to the passing to Spirit of that one. That will not fade from the Earth,
for indeed this has given rise now to a new understanding that mankind has.. .that your life does count for
something upon the Earth. Your life is important, and what you do with that life is important. You will not have
the opportunity to become one as privileged as she was, but nevertheless within the area in which you live, you
have the opportunity to open your heart to others who are in need and have a desire for an understanding of Spirit

that you can help provide.
JEY would urge you to allow others now to begin to know of your understanding of Spirit, that they too may
begin to find an opening in their lives so they may be able to give thought to the Spiritual aspect of their lives
rather than the physical aspect of their lives upon the Earth. Be not fearful, for indeed your own life will shine as an
example for others to follow as you have become spiritually involved. And so it shall continue.
JEY would suggest to you too that you respond to others who come into your life each day with that which is
Truth. You do not need to be one who is careful about the reaction of others to you; but rather be aware that you can
be the bearer of Truth and Knowledge for others who come to you. There has now been lighted a spark throughout
the Earth that will travel far in mankind’s heart. Look not for the negative things upon the Earth; look for those
things of a positive nature. Allow your own thoughts to be of a positive nature in order that they may join with
others upon the Earth. We are here helping you prepare for that which is a cleansing of the Earth. This even has
become part of the cleansing. Do not doubt that. The change in man’s heart which has been brought about by this
activity upon the Earth has now been part of the cleansing that was needed. There is further cleansing taking place in
a distant part of the Earth as one who has served a life of helping others has also chosen at this time to depart this
life.
There is much in the way of a positive Spiritual happening taking place upon the Earth. There will be other
things which will occur. Simply watch for them, and know that this is part of the cleansing that is necessary,
because mankind’s heart must be cleansed as well as the physical aspect of the Earth that must be cleansed. Accept
this. Know that JEY has come in Truth, and will continue to give messages as there is a need. Be at Peace. Know
that JEY continues in that which is the role of gatekeeper for OMEGA and does always continue as Guardian of
Spirit for the one who is Louise. Go now in Love. AMEN.

